Education

Papers
(some of these are available online, at http://www.cs.tau.ac.il/∼eladv)
• Counting Colors in Boxes Haim Kaplan, Natan Rubin, Micha Sharir and Elad Verbin To be presented at SODA '07.
• Compact Samples for Data Dissemination Tova Milo, Assaf Sagi and Elad Verbin To be presented at ICDT '07.
• 
Awards and Honors
• 2006 Best Paper Award in CPM '06, for the paper "A Simpler Analysis of Burrows-Wheeler Based Compression", joint work with H. Kaplan and S. Landau.
• 2006 Deutsch Award. Awarded annually to three computer science graduate students in Tel Aviv University "whose research was singled out as outstanding"
During military service received honor as "outstanding student" awarded jointly by IDF and committee of university representatives. (Awarded to 5 soldiers a year.)
